The Portfolio Optimization problem consists of the selection of a group of assets to a long-term fund in order to minimize the risk and maximize the return of the investment. This is a multi-objective (risk, return) resource allocation problem, where the aim is to correctly assign weights to the set of available assets, which determines the amount of capital to be invested in each asset.
INTRODUCTION
Investment Portfolios are used by financial institutions in the management of long term funds, like savings accounts, retirement funds, etc. The idea of an investment portfolio Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. is that if it is unwise to keep money still, for it loses value over time, it is also too risky to invest everything into a small number of assets, for it exposes the capital to sudden changes in the market. The Markowitz Portfolio Model [9] describes how to minimize the risk of a financial portfolio, by distributing the capital into multiple, counter correlated assets. This model can be used to calculate the optimal distribution of capital in order to minimize the risk of an investment, for a given target return.
While the Markowitz Model for portfolio optimization concerns itself with the optimal portfolio for a snapshot of the market (a single set of return and risk values), in real life we are also concerned with fluctuations in the market over time and how to dynamically adjust the Portfolio in response to those fluctuations. We call these adjustments Rebalancing the portfolio; the main challenge when rebalancing a portfolio is to change its position enough to keep desired levels of risk and return, while avoiding the trading costs associated with any changes in the position.
Portfolio Optimization is a problem that has been popular with the genetic algorithm community in recent years. The reason for this is that when the problem is stated with real life constraints, like a large number of assets, trading lots and weight restrictions, it becomes too hard to solve with deterministic methods. Evolutionary Algorithm approaches have shown good results in this situation.
However, so far most works have concentrated on the solution of single-scenario cases of the portfolio optimization problem. In this work, we explore the use of Memetic Algorithms for the long-term management of Portfolios.
Memetic Algorithms are an hybrid heuristic of a genetic algorithm and local optimization. In general, the genetic algorithm improves the solution in large strokes, while the local optimization fine tunes the solutions generated by the GA. We have chosen to extend the Tree-based Genetic Algorithm, described by Aranha in [2] , with a hill climbing algorithm. We call the new system MTGA (Memetic Tree based Algorithm). The GA generates a tree structure (Figure 1 ) that includes information about the relationship of the assets in the market, while the hill climbing algorithm fine tunes the weights between those assets.
We propose that the hybridization of the MTGA leads to an increased performance of portfolio generation, when compared with pure GA solutions, and that the local optimization step can be used to perform rebalancing in Dynamic Market scenarios. To validate these proposals, we used simulated experiments based on historical data of large markets in the last three years.
Our results are very encouraging, and point towards the validity of using local optimization for improving Genetic Algorithms with real valued genome representations, and of using Memetic Algorithms to provide solutions that are able to adapt to dynamic environments.
THE PORTFOLIO PROBLEM
The resource allocation problem is a traditional optimization problem, which consists of distributing a limited "resource" to a number of "jobs", in order to satisfy one or more utility functions [5] .
The Portfolio Optimization problem falls in this category. The limited resource is the capital available for investment, and the jobs are the varied assets in which this capital can be invested (for example, company stock or foreign currency). The utility functions in this problem are the Estimated Return of the portfolio, to be maximized, and the Risk, to be minimized. By reducing its risk, the investment becomes less susceptible to drastic changes in the market.
The model for the Portfolio Optimization problem was formally proposed by Markowitz [9] . Markowitz's Portfolio Model could be solved by deterministic methods, like quadratic programming [16] . However, when adding real world constraints to the problem (for example, large number of assets, restrictions to the values of weights, trading costs, etc), the search space becomes large and non-continuous, and heuristics, such as evolutionary computation, must be used to solve the problem.
The Markowitz Model
Let us define a portfolio P as a set of N real valued weights (w0, w1, ...wN ) which correspond to the N available assets Figure 2 : Risk-return projection of candidate portfolios. The search space is bounded by the Efficient Frontier. Sharpe ratio is the angle of the line between a portfolio and the risk-free rate.
in the market. These weights must obey two basic restrictions [16] : The total sum of the weights must be equal to one; and all weights must be positive.
The utility of a portfolio is measured by its Estimated Return and its Risk. The estimated return is calculated as:
Where N is the total number of assets, Ri is the given estimated return of each asset, and wi is the weight of each asset in the portfolio. In this work, the estimated return is calculated as the moving average of the past 12 months for each asset, but other estimation methods can be used instead.
The risk of an asset is given as the variance of its return over time (variability) . The risk of the portfolio is defined as:
Where σij, i = j is the covariance between i and j, and σii = σ 2 i is the deviation of the estimated return of asset i. While the risk is usually stated as the variance of the return of a given asset, there are other definitions of risk that have been used to bias the resulting portfolios towards certain kinds of investment strategies. For other risk metrics, see the works of Harish [12] and Shu [10] .
These two utility measures can be used separately to determine the optimal portfolio, or they can be combined. The Sharpe Ratio measures the trade off ratio between risk and return for a portfolio, and is defined as follows:
Where R riskless is the risk-free rate, an asset which has zero risk and a low return rate (for example, government bonds). The relationship between these three utility measures is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Dynamic Market Behavior
We call Dynamic Portfolio Optimization, or Rebalancing, the problem of generating a trading strategy that keeps the optimized portfolio with a high level of return and risk, according to the policies of the portfolio operator, in face of a dynamically changing market. This policy must modify the optimized portfolio according to changes in the return values of the assets in the market, so that the target return is achieved in spite of those changes.
The main question when rebalancing a portfolio is how to reduce the trading cost. To change from portfolio P to portfolio P ′ , there is an operational cost proportional to the difference between P and P ′ . Usually, the trading cost C takes a form similar to:
Where Ca is the cost associated with the trading of one asset, and Ta is the amount of the asset actually traded. This cost is either a fixed minimum value (kc), for transactions below a certain amount (Tmin), or a percentage of the total transaction value (δc), if the transaction is above Tmin.
In some situations, the cost to rebalance the portfolio to the new global optimum in a dynamic market environment may be higher than the improvement in the utility function. To avoid problems like this, it is essential to add a new goal to the Dynamic Portfolio Optimization problem: to minimize the transaction cost, also represented as the distance between two portfolios.
RELATED RESEARCH
The portfolio Optimization Problem has enjoyed a lot of popularity in recent years. While multiple authors have tried variations of the main approaches in this field, we can group the main lines of work in two different ideas: Weight Arrays and Trading strategies, which are differentiated mainly by whether different weights for each asset are calculated or not, and whether all assets are evaluated at once, or separately.
In particular, we have not yet observed the use of hybrid heuristics, like Memetic algorithms, to bridge the gap between these two approaches among the current literature. We expect that our current work can help fulfill that role.
Weight Arrays
The main line of research in Portfolio Optimization using Evolutionary computing is the use of some sort of array as the genome for an individual, with the goal of using the GA operators to optimize the weight values in the array.
In the array representation an individual is composed of an array A with as many elements as there are assets in the market. Each element ai is a real value, that defines the exact weight of that particular asset in the portfolio. A few representative examples of this approach would be [7, 4] .
However, it is hard for the normal Genetic Algorithms operators (crossover, mutation) to fine tune the values of real valued genomes without specialized crossover operators [13] . Intuitively, regular crossover operators usually take the value of either of the parents, or their average, as the new value for a chromosome. This covers all possible values for binary valued chromosomes, but not so for real valued ones.
Another problem with this representation is that the real valued array does not include information about the covariance relationship between the different assets, which makes the search blind to a important piece of information in the utility function.
Specially, the large number of assets in real world markets makes it impractical to expect that crossover and mutation alone be able to converge the weights of an array with possibly hundreds of assets. In [8] , a subset of all the assets is randomly chosen to form the weight array, which illustrates the difficulty of optimizing the values of multiple assets.
To address this issue, some works used an hybrid representation with binary and real valued arrays [1, 11] . The binary array defines whether an asset is part of the portfolio or not, while the real valued array evolves the weight for all assets.
While this approach solves partially the problem of multiple assets not related to the optimal portfolio making it to the final solution with very small weights, it does nothing to relieve the problem of fine tuning individual weights of assets, or establishing relationships between them.
Trading Strategies
The other popular approach to the Portfolio Optimization problem with evolutionary algorithms is the use of Trading Strategies. We define a trading strategy system as one where the focus is not in defining the weight of each asset, as in the previously discussed works. Instead, the Trading Strategies approach consists of analyzing each asset individually, and using some sort of evolved rule to decide if each particular asset should be part of the portfolio or not.
In one example of this line, Szeto creates rules based on the values of moving averages with different lengths to decide if a certain asset will or will not be included in the portfolio [6] . Wei and Clack, use more complex GP rules, which include varied indicators of each assets financial performance to generate a decision of whether including an asset or not in a portfolio with a limited number of open "slots" [14, 15] .
However, after the assets are chosen, equal weights are assigned to all assets participating in the portfolio, which makes us wonder if a better result would not be achieved by optimizing the final weights of these chosen assets as well.
MEMETIC TREE-BASED GENETIC AL-GORITHM
The MTGA is an extension to the TGA algorithm described in [2] . TGA introduced a new genetic structure to resource allocation problems. In this tree structure (fig 1) , the leaves of the tree are the assets to be optimized, and the intermediate nodes express the relative local weights between these assets.
The TGA's tree representation, when compared to an array representation of weights, is able to express and learn relationships between assets, and it also allows for parts of the genome to be evaluated by the fitness function, which led to specific crossover operators.
In the MTGA, we add a local optimization step to the this system. The optimization step uses a hill climbing algorithm on the local weights (intermediate nodes) of the tree, in a recursive bottom-up fashion, so that for each node only a simple two variable optimization needs to be done. There are two main motivations for the use of Memetic Algorithms in this problem.
The first motivation is that Memetic Algorithms are believed to be more appropriate for real valued genomes than pure Genetic Algorithms [13] . This is because the standard crossover and mutation operators in GA are not well suited for finely tuning real-valued variables in the genome representation. This is specially true for the TGA, where crossover and mutation only operate on the tree structure of the genome, and can only affect weights indirectly, by manipulating the depth in the tree where an asset is found.
So we add the local optimization step to fine tune the weight parameters. The optimization becomes a two-stage process: In the first stage, the crossover and mutation operators select the assets, and establish relations between them using the tree structure. In the second stage, the local optimization directly modifies the weights of the intermediate nodes to establish the optimal weights for the assets given the tree structure of that individual.
The second motivation is to implement portfolio rebalancing, as presented in section two, using the local optimization step. This allows us to minutely change the weights of each asset belonging to a portfolio, adapting it to changes in the market, while maintaining its structural characteristics. This form of rebalancing generates portfolios that, while not optimal when considering only the risk/return objective functions, have a very low distance from the previously held portfolio, and thus very low trading costs associated with them.
Tree Representation
An individual's genotype in MTGA is represented as a binary tree.
Each non-terminal node holds the weight between its two child sub trees. This weight is a real value, w, between 0 and 1 inclusive. The left sub tree has weight w, and the right sub tree of has weight 1 − w.
Each terminal node holds the index of an asset in the market. It is possible to have more than one terminal pointing to the same asset in the same tree. Figure 1 shows this representation.
To extract the portfolio from this representation, we calculate the weight of each terminal node by multiplying the weights of all nodes that need to be visited to reach that terminal, starting from the root of the tree. After all terminal nodes are visited, the weights of those terminals that point to the same asset are added together. The assets which are not mentioned in the tree are assigned a weight of 0 (i.e. they have not been selected to the portfolio).
There are some characteristics of this structure which are important to consider when implementing an Evolutionary Algorithm based on it:
First Every sub tree in an individual can be treated as if it were a normal tree. This is because the root node's structure is identical to that of any intermediate node.
This allows each sub tree to have its own individual fitness, calculated in the same way as the fitness of the main tree. This is used in the specialized genetic operators.
Second A portfolio extracted from this representation is always normalized. This is because the weight on each node is limited to the 0..1 interval, and the weight of each terminal is the multiplication of the node weights. Because of the first characteristic, this also applies to sub trees.
Third The maximum number of assets in a portfolio represented by a tree is limited by the depth of the tree. As each terminal corresponds to one asset, a tree with depth d may hold at most 2 d−1 assets. Because of incomplete trees and terminals with repeated assets, usually the actual number of assets in a tree is much smaller than this.
Evolutionary Operators
Because of its tree representation, the basic crossover and mutation operators of MTGA are similar to those of a GP. Mutation occurs by cutting off the tree at one point, and randomly generating a new sub tree from that point. Crossover occurs by switching sub trees of two individuals at a randomly chosen point. In our implementation, the cut-off point is selected by first randomly choosing the target depth, and then following a randomly selected path from the root to that depth.
Besides these basic operators, MTGA also includes the Best Worst Sub tree (BWS) crossover operator. In this operator, the sub tree with the highest fitness from one parent is exchanged with the sub tree with worst fitness of the other parent (see Figure 3) . This operator uses the recursive fitness characteristic of the tree based representation to improve the exploitation characteristics of the genetic search [2] .
In our implementation, the probability that the BWS crossover will be executed instead of a regular crossover during the breeding step of the generic algorithm is controlled by a parameter. In the experiments reported, this parameter is set as 0.6. The influence of the value of the BWS parameter in the final result is not examined in this work.
Local Search Step
The MTGA improves over the TGA by adding a local optimization step. This step aims to finely tune the intermediate weights in the tree representation. It complements the structural search done by the crossover and mutation operators.
A common question in Memetic Algorithms is how often should local learning be applied [3] . If you apply it to all individuals in the population, the entire algorithm may become too costly. We have opted for using a parameter that determines the probability of one individual being selected for local optimization. For the experiments discussed in this paper, this probability was set at 0.6.
At the start of every generation, a number of individuals from the population is chosen with the above probability. Before the fitness evaluation step, we execute the local optimization on these selected individuals.
For each selected individual, the local search operator performs a recursive hill climbing optimization. Algorithm 1 is executed, starting from the root node. The algorithm calls itself, descending to the deepest level of the tree where the risk and return value of the two-asset portfolio of that node is calculated. This calculation is performed by algorithm 2. After all intermediate nodes in the bottommost level are calculated in this way, the resulting values are used to calculate the two asset portfolio for the nodes one level above, repeating this process recursively until the program returns to the root node. In algorithm 2, meme speed, meme accel and meme thresh are parameters. meme speed is the value by which the weight changes every iteration; meme accel must be < 1.0, and is the value by which meme speed changes every time the weight cross the optima point; and meme thresh is the minimum value of meme speed which signalizes the end of the search. The search also ends if the weight reaches 1.0 or 0.0.
A side-effect of the local optimization is the generation of Introns in an individual's genome. An intron is a part of the genotype that do not affect the phenotype. In this representation, an intron is a sub tree that does not influence the final portfolio, because its parent node has a local weight equal to 0 or 1.
While introns are known to increase processing time and complexity of results in GP, they also allow for more variety in individuals generated from crossover, and, in the particular case of the MTGA, can be useful if reactivated during rebalancing (see next subsection). In this work, we do not prune introns from the genome.
Rebalancing
Rebalancing means making small adjustments and corrections on a portfolio over time, in order to adapt it to changes in the market conditions.
We can use the local optimization step described above to achieve this. Just as the local optimization adjusts the weights of an individual after crossover and mutation have taken place during normal evolution, we expect that it can in the same way correct the weights of the final individual after changes in the market values.
In practice, at first a portfolio is created by running the MTGA, and choosing the best individual of the final population. The tree structure (genotype) of this individual is kept. Then, after a certain amount of time (defined by the trader's policy) has passed, new values for the estimated return and correlation between the assets is calculated. Based on these new values, the system executes algorithms 1 and 2 on the tree structure of the original portfolio, generating the rebalanced portfolio.
By executing the rebalancing strategy in this manner, the portfolio completes the asset selection in the initial time period, and from then on it uses only the assets already selected. So, if it can guarantee a good initial asset selection, the rebalancing policy will be able to react to market changes to keep the return levels.
EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the performance of MTGA, we execute two simulation experiments which explore different aspects of the problem.
In the first experiment, we evolve a portfolio using the MTGA on different markets and scenarios (time periods), comparing the performance of this portfolio with other evolutionary approaches and the market index. The goal of this experiment is to establish to what degree Memetic Algorithms are better at fine tuning the values of portfolio weights, and what influence this have at the portfolio's performance.
In the second experiment, we apply the MTGA to a dynamic trading scenario. The MTGA generates the portfolio at the start of a 12 month period, and the portfolio is rebalanced monthly using the local optimization method previously described. We compare this with another trading policy where the portfolio is re-generated from scratch, and with the market index. Their monthly return and difference amount are compared. The goal of this experiment is to establish whether the local optimization step of the Memetic algorithm can be used to rebalance portfolios as proposed.
Datasets
We use two data sets in our simulations. The NASDAQ data set contains assets from the NASDAQ100 index, which is composed mainly of technology related industry. The SP500 data set contains assets from the S&P 500 index, which has a more varied composition, with assets from industry of many different fields.
The NASDAQ data set contains 100 assets, and the S&P has 500 assets to chose from and compose a portfolio.
For each data set, the log return of the monthly closing value is used as the monthly return value of each stock. Values up to December 2008 are in the data sets, which were obtained from freely available on-line sources. Of special interest is the period starting from the later half of 2008, when the economic crash generated a large amount of instability in the asset values.
Parameters
We used the same parameters for all runs of evolutionary algorithms mentioned here. The number of generations was 500, with 200 individuals per generation. The crossover rate was 0.8 and the mutation rate was 0.03. The tree depth was set at 8, with a maximum of 128 terminals in a full tree. The riskless asset's return was set at 3% (0.03).
For the MTGA system, we used a 0.6 chance of executing the local search step for each individual. The chance of executing the guided crossover was 0.6 per crossover. The sensitivity of the system for these parameters is not explored in this work.
The parameter for the local optimization step are: 0.1 for meme speed, 0.333 for meme delta, and 0.003 for meme thresh. Other than meme thresh, which changes the precision of the search, changing these values does not seem to affect the quality of the local search.
Portfolio Generation experiment
In the first experiment, we generate portfolios for various scenarios in the two data sets and compare the results between the proposed method, the previous GA based method, and the benchmark index value. The goal is to analyze whether using the local optimization step to fine tune weights allow us to reliably produce better portfolios.
For each run of the MTGA and the TGA, we repeated the experiment 20 times with different random seeds. The results displayed here are the average of these 20 runs.
A summary of the results of this experiment can be seen on table 1. The Sharpe Ratio values of the Benchmark index, the TGA and the MTGA are listed, along with the TTest value between the TGA and the MTGA.
As can be seen in the table, both the MTGA and the TGA are able to beat the benchmark index, with the MTGA achieving consistently better scores than the TGA.
A closer analysis of the results show that both methods achieve the high Sharpe ratios by minimizing the risk, rather than increasing the return. In fact, while the return stays at an average of 0.4 to 0.6 for both methods, the very low risk values are responsible for the high increase in Sharpe ratio.
On the downside, the MTGA on average consumed computation time one order of magnitude above the TGA. Table 2 shows the average times for the two data sets. Since we are using a simple policy to decide which individuals undergo local optimization, it is expected that a cleverer policy might mitigate this somewhat.
Dataset
TGA MTGA NASDAQ 2 min. 10 min. SP500 5 min. 50 min. 
Dynamic Trading experiment
In the second experiment, we try to generate and maintain a portfolio for a 12 month period. During this period, the portfolio is rebalanced monthly. We compare the rebalancing done by the local optimization step of the MTGA, with a policy of generating a new portfolio from scratch using the MTGA every month. The initial portfolio is generated using the MTGA in the same way described in the previous experiment.
We evaluate both approaches in two ways: first we compare their results with the actual returns from the market index for the period. This will show how stable the portfolio was. Then we compare the differences of the portfolios at each month in the one year period, to evaluate how much trading cost each portfolio would have garnered.
We Investigating the data more closely we see the information on table 3. It shows that, although the return results were quite similar, the distance results where quite different. As expected, the Portfolio which was rebalanced by running the MTGA from scratch had much larger differences in the positions held each month than the portfolio which was rebalanced by the local optimization algorithm.
In particular, the result for the period of 2008 was particularly positive. In spite of the economic tension, reflected in the strong changes in return for the index, the MTGA managed to assemble a stable fund for the period.
DISCUSSION
While previous researches have shown the effectiveness of Genetic Algorithms applied for Portfolio optimization problems, our experiments have shown that, by extending the GA with a local optimization step, we were able to consistently improve the performance of the algorithm to generate Sharpe-Optimal portfolios. This is because the local optimization step is able to finely tune the weights of the assets which were selected by the Genetic Algorithm. In the smaller NASDAQ100 market, the advantage of the Memetic Algorithm was consistent. For the larger S&P500 market, the results were more varied, but the MTGA stayed ahead. However, this performance comes at a steep increase in computational cost. Implementing a more complex policy for deciding which individuals in a population will undergo local optimization is a promising idea, since the current policy is to pick an arbitrary number of individuals, chosen randomly.
Finally, on the dynamic trading scenario, it was observed that by applying the principles of adaptation to changes in the environment, the MTGA managed to keep a stable, low risk return, even during the period of Market instability in 2008. We observed that using the local optimization step allowed us to perform rebalancing with lower transaction costs, by taking advantage of the assets chosen by the full algorithm in the beginning of the period.
CONCLUSION
In this work we hybridized the Tree based Genetic Algorithm with a local search. The resulting MTGA was applied to the problems of Portfolio Selection, Optimization and Rebalancing.
Our results reinforce the idea that Memetic Algorithms are generally more suited to solve problems with real-valued representation than pure Genetic Algorithms. Also, the local optimization step of the hybrid can be used to perform small adaptations to changes in a dynamic environment.
Using these properties, we created a system which is able to select and optimize a large number of financial assets into a fund with stable return values, even under a situation of market volatility. In practice, this line of research, in particular rebalancing, is important for companies which manage large financial funds and must achieve a set level of return either in bull or bear markets. However, the MTGA could be used for other resource allocation problems which can be described as optimizing a large number of real valued weights. One example of such a problem is the evaluation of game board positions.
We observed that as the number of assets grows, the variation of the final results achieved grew as well. This is either because there are a large number of peaks in the search space as the number of assets increase, or because at very small variance values, a small change in the risk rate influences the final Sharpe result greatly. Investigating this matter further seems a promising venue.
Another approach which deserves more investigation is the interaction of the "intron" nodes with the local optimization. Does leaving inactive nodes inside a genome provides relevant information for the local optimization to do its job? Or is more gained by removing these nodes?
